
Senate Bill Launches Fruitless Negotiations as President Signs 
Executive Orders

On July 27, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) unveiled 
the “Health, Economic Assistance, Liability Protection and Schools 
(HEALS) Act,” the Senate’s proposal for what is expected to be the 
final coronavirus relief bill in the foreseeable future.  The package 
includes provisions to continue and expand the allowable uses of 
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) funds, improve virus testing 
capability and supply stockpiles, shield schools, businesses, and 
government agencies from litigation related to COVID-19 exposure, 
and provide more than $300 billion to federal agencies to respond to 
the pandemic, although no additional funding is provided for state 
and local governments.  The bill would also continue supplemental 
unemployment payments at a reduced amount and provide another 
round of $1,200 stimulus payments for most individuals and making all dependents eligible for an additional $500 
payment.  Of particular interest to utilities, the bill provides an additional $1.5 billion for the Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  Provisions related to aiding the energy sector specifically were left out of the package, 
but so was any language mandating a moratorium on utility disconnections.  

The introduction of the bill launched several days of negotiation with the White House and Democratic leaders but 
proved only to demonstrate how far apart the sides are on the scope and urgency of additional aid.  Talks broke down 
on Aug. 7, leading the President to announce four Executive orders to delay payroll taxes for most workers, suspend 
student loan interest, slow evictions, and reprogram funds from the Disaster Relief Fund to provide a $400 weekly 
unemployment benefit (provided states meet a 25% cost share).  The announcement has effectively ended the current 
round of negotiations, and it is not clear if or when they will resume.

President Trump Announces Nominations of Two FERC Commissioners

On July 28, President Trump announced his intent to nominate Republican Mark Christie and Democrat Allison Clements 
to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  Christie currently serves as the Chairman of the Virginia State 
Corporation Commission, while Clements is a longtime energy attorney that has worked at the Natural Resources 
Defense Council and currently heads the clean energy market program at the Energy Foundation.  The pairing of these 
nominees should ease the Senate confirmation process, and a confirmation hearing is expected to be held after the 
Senate returns from its August recess.  Meanwhile, Commissioner Bernard McNamee, who had previously announced 
his intent to resign, said his last day would be Sept. 4.

D.C. Circuit Grants FERC Jurisdiction Over Energy Storage in Markets

The D.C. Circuit handed FERC a win on July 10, ruling that its Order 841 did not intrude on states’ authority over energy 
storage systems.  The Order prevents states from prohibiting storage resources from participating in organized markets.  
The Court’s decision may have further implications for FERC’s jurisdiction over distribution resources that intersect with 
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wholesale markets, and utility groups such as NARUC, APPA, and NRECA challenged the Order.  However, it had the 
support of environmental groups who argued the Order would promote market access for clean energy resources.

FERC Finalizes Rules for Implementation of PURPA, Dismisses NERA Petition

FERC finalized rules governing the implementation of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) at its monthly 
meeting in July.  The final rule tracks closely to the proposal, which gives states and utilities more flexibility and autonomy 
in dealings with qualifying facilities.  FERC also dismissed on procedural grounds the petition from the New England 
Ratepayers Association that would have upended state net metering programs.

Rep. DeGette Introduces Long-Awaited Clean Energy Standard Bill

On July 9, Rep. Diana DeGette (D-CO) introduced the “Clean Energy Innovation and Deployment Act,” which would 
establish a federal Zero-Emissions Energy Standard (ZEES) requiring 100% emissions-free generation by 2050 and 
incentives to adopt clean energy technologies.  The bill is seen as a leading contribution among several versions of a 
clean energy standard (CES) that have been previously introduced.  In addition to providing details about the CES, the 
bill would create a Clean Energy Deployment Administration within the Department of Energy that can issue loans, 
loan guarantees, and other credit products, replacing many existing programs.  It also includes a subtitle on beneficial 
electrification that includes a number of provisions to advance electric vehicle deployment.  Several tax credits and grant 
programs are extended or created.  Further, utilities that accelerate their transition to 100% clean energy are eligible to 
receive a tax credit (that can be directly paid) the value of which depends on how quickly the fleet is transitioned.

Bipartisan Group of Senators Introduce Bill to Reinstate Advance Refunding

On July 1, Sens. Roger Wicker (R-MS) and Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), along with a group of bipartisan senators, introduced 
the “Lifting Our Communities through Advance Liquidity for Infrastructure (LOCAL Infrastructure) Act,” which would 
restore state and local governments’ access to tax-exempt advanced refunding bonds.  Restoring advanced refunding 
would allow governmental entities to refinance outstanding municipal bonds to more favorable borrowing rates before 
the end of the initial term.  That ability was removed in the 2017 tax reform bill, and restoration of that exemption has 
been a top priority for public power ever since.  

Legislation Introduced to Ease RUS Loan Refinancing

On July 2, a bipartisan group of Senators and House members introduced the “Flexible Financing for Rural America 
Act,” which would allow electric cooperatives and small rural telecommunications providers to refinance debt held 
with the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) at current market rates without penalty.  Under existing law, RUS borrowers are 
required to pay a significant penalty to repay early or modify loans.  As a result, RUS loan rates may exceed current 
market rates with no option for borrowers to refinance the debt to obtain a lower interest rate.  Under the bill, 
borrowers would have 180 days from the bill’s enactment to make a refinance request.  

DOE Releases RFI on Bulk Power System Executive Order

On July 7, the Department of Energy released a request for information (RFI) on elements of the May Executive Order on 
Securing the Bulk Power System.  The RFI lists for the first-time countries considered to be adversaries and the type of 
equipment covered under the Order.  It also requests information on current industry practices to mitigate supply chain 
vulnerabilities.  Comments are due August 7, 30 days after today’s publication in the Federal Register.
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